Sub: Common Library Software for all Libraries of Indian Railways.

This is to bring to your notice that National Informatics Limited (NIC) has developed a library software ‘e-granthalaya 4.0’, a web-based library automation software. It has been decided that the libraries of CTIs/RDSO implement this software and a ‘Cluster of Libraries’ of all railway libraries be formed, so that resources available with all the libraries are shared and a unified catalogue is made. This ‘Cluster of Libraries’ can also be joined by the libraries of Zonal Railways/Production Units/ZTCs/other training centres on Indian Railways.

2. NAIR will hand-hold and act as unified agency to facilitate implementation of ‘e-granthalaya 4.0’ by all libraries. The initial training to library staff of all CTIs/RDSO would be coordinated by NAIR. For any further information, you are requested to contact Shri Rajnish Kumar, Professor Information Technology, NAIR, pit@nair.railnet.gov.in, rajnishkumar1971@gmail.com, phone – 091-45203 (Rly), 0265-2652987, 09601285941 (Mob).
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